WHALE TALES 2022
PARNELL REPORT

WHALE TALES WAS AN IMMERSIVE, AUCKLAND-WIDE ART TRAIL, WHICH
TOOK PLACE FROM THE 24TH JAN 2022 UNTIL THE 18TH APRIL 2022. IT WAS
PRESENTED BY WWF-NEW ZEALAND IN PARTNERSHIP WITH WILD IN ART
AND AUCKLAND UNLIMITED. ARTISTS FROM ACROSS NEW ZEALAND
PAINTED 80 BIG BROO WHALE TAIL SCULPTURES TO GO ON DISPLAY
ACROSS THE CITY, WITH DESIGNS INSPIRED BY MESSAGES OF MARINE
CONSERVATION.

The PBA decided to embrace the opportunity to host as many tails as possible in Parnell, as this
was an ideal campaign to drive visitation to Parnell, no matter what the COVID level was, as it
was primarily outdoor.
Campaign highlights
•

In Parnell, the eight large tails and one small tail were ‘collected’ 12,396 times, (an average
of 1,377 per tail), which was 55% higher than the overall average for the 12-week trail,
(143,085 for 162 tails, at an average of 883 per tail).

•

34 Parnell businesses benefitted directly via vouchers/payments to the value of $4,621
from various activations.

•

A total of $650,000 was raised at the auction, and Parnell tails outperformed in this area by
over 20%. The total raised from the eight Parnell tails was $87,500 (average $10,937), while
the overall average was $8,125.

•

621 people signed up to win various prizes and a net amount of more than 500 new people
were added to our database.

•

The number of interactions with the campaign either by collecting the tails (12,396),
entering for rewards (868), participating in the guided walks (44 attendees) and scavenger
hunt (52 app downloads), opened the augmented reality filter (4,767) visited our website
pages (9,899) opened our EDMS (35,397), or engaged on our social media (7,186) was
(70,609).

SPONSORS
We managed to achieve a total of eight tails on display in Parnell, four of which were cosponsored by the Parnell Business Association together with Mafsen Group, Rockport Holdings,
Ray White Parnell, and Summerset Retirement Villages as co-sponsors.
Ports of Auckland, Stuart Carlyon, Auckland Museum, and sKids all sponsored the other four
tails.
There was also a programme for schools to decorate a mini Pēpi Tail. Once decorated, these
tails joined the Auckland-wide trail, and were returned to the schools at the end of the
campaign. Parnell Business Association sponsored a Pēpi Tail for Parnell District School to
decorate, which later joined a pod of 14 other tails at Auckland Museum.
We knew that having this many tails in one suburb would be a major drawcard for Parnell, so
we hosted other auxiliary events and initiatives to encourage people to engage with the
campaign.
Thanks to the sponsorship of Auckland Transport, we created and distributed a walking map of
Parnell’s tails. This included promotion of upcoming events and ads for local businesses. We
distributed 5,000 brochures to several locations, including local businesses and cafes, major
transport hubs (bus and train stations), as well as libraries. A direct mail drop to residents also
took place inviting them to join the scavenger hunt.
To add to the experience, we worked with Creature Post to develop an augmented reality filter
accessible at three locations across Parnell. This filter worked in both the Facebook and
Instagram apps.
In terms of events and activations, we planned several activities over the 12-week period, to
keep the interest and momentum going.
Whale Tales was promoted heavily on our website, social media channels and EDMs which is
covered in more detail further in the report. All sponsors and their logos were prominent on
our website, the Whale Tales app and website, and the plaques at each sculpture.

PARNELL WHALE TAILS
In order to drive walking routes
through Parnell and close to our
businesses, the Tails were located
strategically around the suburb.
Whales Tales created an app, via
which visitors could log their visits
to the tails (this was called
‘collecting’ a tail). Via they app
they could also access rewards to
our businesses.

The amount of trail visitors who collected tails and unlocked rewards is only a percentage of
overall visitors, and WWF estimate from previous trails that several people are in groups of 2-5
people.
In Parnell, the eight large tails and one small tail were ‘collected’ 12,396 times, (an average of
1,377 per tail), which was 55% higher than the overall average for the 12-week trail, (143,085
for 162 tails, at an average of 883 per tail).

AUCTION
A total of $650,000 was raised at the auction, and Parnell tails outperformed in this area by
over 20%. The total raised from the eight Parnell tails was $87,500 (average $10,937), while
the overall average was $8,125.

REWARDS
Everyone who used the Whale Tales app to collect one of the four Tails we co-sponsored had
the option to enter a weekly prize draw. We gave away a $100 voucher each week to a
participant drawn at random, and in the process we supported twelve local retail and
hospitality businesses to a total of $1,200:
•

Lamplight Books

•

Birdwood Gallery

•

Passion for Paper

•

The Fantail House

•

Forme Spa

•

The Linen Store

•

Vaniyé Patisserie

•

The Beauty Bar

•

Salmon Heaven

•

Oh Calcutta

•

Non Solo Pizza

•

Gerome

“Thanks for the great news! I’m
thankful to have won a $100
voucher”
“Annabelle had so much fun
spending her voucher at Lamplight
Books this morning.”
“I’m overjoyed to be given a chance
to shop at Passion for Paper.”
“Thank you very much for the
prize!”

TAILS IN PARNELL

Corrugated Tail, by Jeff Thomson,
located at Fraser Park
Sponsored by Stuart Carlyon, 1,465
collected, 105 votes, sold for $13,000.

A Fragile Tale to Tell, by Wei Lun Ha,
located outside King Living
Sponsored by Parnell Business
Association and Summerset Retirement
Village, 1,606 collected, 186 votes, sold
for $4,500.

Sirius Dreaming, by Sofia Minson,
located at Heard Park
Sponsored by Parnell Business
Association and Mafsen Group, 1,516
collected, 103 votes, sold for $23,750.

Matariki, by Sarah Kolver, corner of
Faraday and St Georges Bay Rd
Sponsored by Parnell Business
Association and Rockport Holdings LP,
1,256 collected, 43 votes, sold for
$9,550.

TAILS IN PARNELL

Change of Heart, by Muchukunda Das,
located at The Wintergarden Café
Sponsored by sKids, 1,517 collected, 81
votes, sold for $4,200.

Sentient Beings of the Sea, by Anna
Leyland, located at Holy Trinity
Cathedral
Sponsored by Parnell Business
Association and Ray White Parnell,
1,429 collected, 60 votes, sold for
$7,000.

Vibrant, by ByeByeLove, located at
Gladstone Park
Sponsored by Ports of Auckland, 1,384
collected, 92 votes, sold for $6,000.
Sadly this had to be relocated half way
through the campaign, due to excessive
tagging

From the Tiny to the Mighty, by Bhakti
Patel and Annika Andresen, located at
Auckland Museum
Sponsored by Auckland War Memorial
Museum, 1,694 collected, 214 votes
(most voted), sold for $19,500.

PĒPI TAIL
We sponsored a Pēpi Tail for Parnell District School to decorate as part of the educational
programme for schools. This gave students, staff and their families an opportunity to engage
with the Whale Tales campaign.
Once completed, this tail joined 14 others at Auckland Museum. The Tails in this pod were
collected 7,939 times and the Parnell District School tail was collected 529 times.

CREATURE POST
We partnered with Creature Post to create an augmented reality filter to use on either the
Facebook or Instagram apps. This filter could be accessed by scanning a QR on a sign in three
different locations—Fraser Park, opposite the Textile Building on St George’s Bay Road and
Parnell District School.
The Fraser Park filter was opened 3,200 times, and content created with this filter generated
2,300 impressions. This station was part of our Scavenger Hunt, which may account for the
highest number of opens.
The Parnell District School filter was opened 819 times—this was not as many as we’d originally
anticipated from the school. Contributing factors may have included the age of the pupils, as
most of them are unlikely to own smartphones, and parents may have felt too rushed with
drop-off and pick-up to stop and use the filter. Social media content generated with this filter
was seen 2,300 times.
The Textile building filter was opened 748 times, and social media content made with this filter
generated 2,200 impressions.
We shared a reel on Instagram that used all three filters, so this may explain why they had
similar impressions.

EVENTS AND
ACTIVATIONS
White Glove Experiences have previously hosted guided art walks through Auckland’s central
suburbs, and we sponsored two guided walks through the Parnell tails, including
morning/afternoon tea and coffee during a live art demonstration from Whale Tales artist
Wei Lun Ha. We supported Foundation on George for this catering.
We had planned an Earth Hour Concert at Holy Trinity, which had to be cancelled due to
COVID.
As part of our regular monthly sustainability webinars, we asked two of the Whale Tale
artists, Annika Andresen and Bhakti Patel, to speak at our March webinar. This webinar was
attended by 73 people.
Our final activation to bring people into Parnell was our Scavenger Hunt, created in
partnership with CluedUp. Using the Action Track app, participants were sent around
different Parnell locations, including the Whale Tails and historic landmarks. We had 259
registrations on our online form, and 52 app downloads. Many people participated as part of
a larger group, which may account for some of the differences between form registrations
and app downloads.
We offered three big prizes—$1,000 and $750 two for the highest point scorers, and $500
for the best photograph taken in the photo challenges. The winners were able to select any
business in Parnell to spend their prize money.
The $1,000 prize was redeemed at Espresso Workshop, The $750 prize at NSP and the $500
prize at Cuchi.

“I can’t believe it!! This is the
biggest prize I have ever won! I’m
in shock. Thank you so much. It
was a lot of fun.”

We also gave away 68 spot prize vouchers worth $25 over the duration of the scavenger
hunt. People could enter to win a spot prize when they answered certain scavenger hunt.
Our vouchers supported the following hospitality venues:
•

3 Nutmegs

•

Atelier Shu

•

Biskit

•

Blue Thai

•

Casse Croute

•

Di Vino

•

Kai Aroha

•

La La Café

•

Le Bistro

•

Nottinghill Kitchen

•

Pita Pit

•

Red Rabbit

•

Sals

•

Simon & Lee

•

Vaniyé Patisserie

•

Völla

“Our family had a great time and
loved exploring the area along
with the shops.”
“I have spread the word in person
to a lot of people as we genuinely
really enjoyed the hunt and testing
our Parnell knowledge… [it] was a
lot of fun.”
“The kids had fab time doing
treasure hunt from the questions
and using the compass on the app.”
“We had so much fun doing the
scavenger hunt and I loved the little
history snippets.”
“We had such a great time! I really
hope this event takes place again.”

INTERNAL
COMMUNICATIONS/ EDMS
Nine Whale Tales specific EDMs, and mention of Whale Tales in our General EDMs over three
months. The Whale Tales EDMs were collectively opened 29,141 times and generated 1,517
link clicks. The general EDMs resulted in a further 7,256 opens.

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS/ EDMS

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS/ EDMS

INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS/ EDMS

ORGANIC SOCIAL MEDIA
Our social media plan primarily focused on sharing content across Instagram and Facebook. The
plan spanned from January-April 2022, and included the featured Tails in Parnell, event
promotion and environmental messages from WWF. Our posts on LinkedIn focused on how we
as the Parnell Business Association were using this campaign as an opportunity to bring people
into Parnell and support local businesses.

LINKEDIN
We did 9 LinkedIn Posts about Whale Tales. These posts were collectively seen 1593 times, and
generated 165 engagements. Our top post was about our second guided walk, with 499
impressions and 86 engagements.

FACEBOOK
We posted 49 organic Facebook posts between 18 January—18 April. These posts were seen
29,291 times, and 3,643 users engaged with them.
Photo galleries were the most successful post types, with our top five posts all containing
multiple photos.

INSTAGRAM POSTS
We posted 54 single images, carousels, video posts and reels to our Instagram account. These
posts were seen a total of 50,001 times, were interacted with 2,480 times, and resulted in 294
profile activities (profile views, follows, and link clicks).
Reels were a great way to increase impressions, and the most engaging posts were in a variety
of formats.

INSTAGRAM STORIES
Between 19 January and 4 May, we shared 141 stories related to Whale Tales. These stories
covered the entire experience, including the installation, related merchandise, the creation of
our Pēpi Tail, guided walks, the Scavenger Hunt and the auction. There were also regular
stories throughout the campaign about the artists and their tails, and the augmented reality
filters.
These stories received 17,257 impressions and generated in 244 interactions, account follows,
profile visits, link clicks and poll participation (where applicable). The types of stories we shared
were as follows:
•

6 videos

•

38 reshares of other accounts’ stories, which we had been tagged in

•

62 post shares (both our own posts and other accounts’ posts)

•

35 original pieces of content, created specifically for stories.

PAID SOCIAL MEDIA
We spent a total of $3000 on a social media and Google ads campaign to create engagement
and drive traffic to the Whale Tales in Parnell webpage. The two target demographics were
parents of young children, and young adults, both living in neighbouring suburbs.
$1,745.43 was spent on advertising across Facebook’s different platforms. There were six
different ad campaigns:
1.

Promotion of Whale Tales in Parnell, targeting young families

2.

Promotion of Whale Tales in Parnell, targeting website visitors from the past 180 days

3.

Promotion of the scavenger hunt

4.

A boosted post of scavenger hunt feedback

5.

A boosted post about the Pēpi Tail

6.

A video of the augmented reality filter

These campaigns reached 254,646 people and received 748,537 impressions.
$1,539.34 was spent on Google ads. These ads reached 3,852 users over 4,841 sessions. This
included spending $99.55 on a video campaign with the aim of creating exposure and
awareness.
A further $118.46 USD was spent on other low-cost marketing.

WEB
For this campaign, we created a Whale Tales in Parnell landing page, which we regularly
updated to reflect different events and updates happening in the area. This page was viewed
7,960 times by 5,993 different people.
There were three child pages—the walking trail map, the scavenger hunt sign-up, and the
rewards form (which could only be accessed by scanning the Tails we co-sponsored). The
Whale Tales rewards page was opened 941 times by 587 people, resulting in 869 competition
entries. The scavenger hunt page was opened 752 times by 512 people, and the map 246 times
by 184 people.
The total number of visits to these pages was 9,899.
We also created blog posts for each of the Tails and their artists. These were sent to each artist
for them to share via their networks, and we shared the links through social media posts and
EDMs.

FREE PUBLICITY/MEDIA
There were a few media outlets who featured news stories about Parnell’s Whale Tales and the
artists involved in the process. The media uptake in general was pretty poor.

Monday 14 March—Scoop
Scoop shared our press release about
our Parnell Scavenger Hunt.

Sunday 20 March—Print Media
The ByeByeLove were featured in a print
magazine with a full page spread about
their Tail.

Thursday 24 March—Habitat by
Resene
As one of the sponsors of Whale Tales,
Resene profiled some artists who used
Resene paint to decorate their Tails.
One of these artists featured was
Sarah Kolver.

Saturday 2 April—Canvas Magazine
Canvas Magazine published a story about
Bryde’s Whales in conjunction with the
campaign. Artist Anna Leyland was part of
a boat trip in the Hauraki Gulf.

USER PHOTOS
Members of the public could upload images of themselves at each Tail to the Whale Tales app.
Under the terms and conditions of the app, we were able to reuse these pictures for social
media and our website.

BUDGET
The total budget (Inc GST) for the 12-week campaign and all the activities was $ 77,970, of
which $29,048 was sponsorship we acquired from the four tail sponsors plus Auckland
Transport.
In addition to all the marketing, 34 Parnell businesses benefitted directly via
vouchers/payments to the value of $4,621 from various activations

CONCLUSION
Overall, we are happy that we embarked on this campaign for Parnell and believe it offered a
good return on investment. We always knew it would give us an opportunity to showcase
Parnell, and given the fact that we were still in the Red Light setting at the tail-end of the
longest COVID lockdown Auckland had seen, it was a welcome relief to talk about something
different, while highlighting our area and adjacent businesses. The guided walks and
Scavenger Hunt added to the momentum., bringing lots of new faces into the area as well as
reinvigorating locals to explore their suburb.

